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Introduction:   Describing a problem 

 Every generation must establish and state for themselves the truths which previous 

generations established and defended.   The world is constantly changing.  Satan never 

gives up.  If true believers defend their theological turf in one era, Satan will change his 

tactics slightly and attack the next generation in a similar but slightly different manner. 

 

 One of the flaws of fundamentalism has been that while truths have been defended 

passionately, some untruths, and some half truths have also been defended passionately.   

Examples of untruths include the extreme KJV only arguments and the insistence that 

women wear dresses.    

  

 Also, when the real truth has been fought for and defended, it hasn’t always been 

done on the basis of solid biblical exegesis and hermeneutical principle.  There have been 

logical fallacies and broad jumps in reasoning which have caused some to question and 

distrust fundamentalism and its leaders.  Anecdotal personal experiences have a place in 

our reasoning but only in an illustrative manner.  The foundation of our arguments must be 

planted firmly in scripture and interact with genuine evidences in our world. 

 

 Passion is important and possibly essential to true preaching, but a rant about a 

topic without thorough and biblical reasoning exceeds simple passion for the truth.   Too 

many times the passion replaces the necessary biblical proof.  I can say this with absolute 

confidence because I have been guilty at times.  As I age and hopefully mature I can see 

where I have on occasion preached passionately about a topic dear to my heart, but have 

not shown my listeners how I biblically arrived at my conclusion.  
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 What is needed today is honest exegesis1 of the biblical text with exposition based 

upon a consistent hermeneutic2 of the literal, grammatical, and historic method3.   The 

points we make when addressing people must come from the text.   When we draw 

conclusions beyond the direct statements of the text, and I believe we are required to, we 

must show how we logically arrived at that conclusion.   This is dangerous territory though, 

because it is so easy to misrepresent the text in order to make it say what we want to be 

said.   An example may help here. 

 

 On a number of occasions I have heard Proverbs 22:28 quoted as a defense of old 

fashion fundamentalism, “Remove not the ancient landmark, which thy fathers have set”.  In 

one instance a sermon was preached against modern English Bible versions with this 

passage as the primary text.  The thrust of the sermon was that the KJV was good enough 

for our forefathers and therefore it is good enough for us.  Don’t remove the landmark of 

the KJV Bible.   

 

 Here is the problem; the passage in proverbs does not mean that a new generation 

should never change anything.  It’s not even meant as a generalized statement about 

maintaining traditional ways of doing things.  The point in Proverbs is that the land was 

supposed to remain in a family from generation to generation and a person would be a fool 

to make some financial or business deal which would jeopardize his land.4  You can’t say 

that “remove not the ancient landmark” means that we shouldn’t diverge from using the 

KJV.  

 

 I’ve taken the time to explain this situation because the things I’m arguing for have 

often been argued for by fundamentalists, including myself, without properly and fairly 

showing how we arrived at our conclusions.   Some have carelessly and sinfully 

disregarded the biblical text, but many others have unwittingly made logical jumps from 

the text to the modern situation which were not explained or proven from the scripture. 

                                                           
1
 Gordon Fee defines exegesis as “the historical investigation into the meaning of the biblical text.  Exegesis, 

therefore, answers the question, What did the biblical author mean?”   Gordon D. Fee, New Testament Exegesis, 
Revised Edition: A handbook for Students and Pastors, ( Louisville, Gracewing, 1993), 27. 
2
 Hermeneutics is the process, science, or theory of interpretation.  Carson states, “exegesis is concerned with 

actually interpreting the text, whereas hermeneutics is concerned with the nature of the interpretative process.” 
D.A. Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, (Grand Rapids, Baker, 1984) 22,23.  
3
 By literal I mean that the text is to be understood as it would have been literally understood by the original 

recipients.   By historical I mean that we seek to understand it the way the original recipients would have in their 
own historical context.  By grammatical I mean that “words mean” as my professor used to say.  We must seek to 
understand the exactness of the language.  Not only did God inspire the words, but also the grammar. 
4 Note the context. Pro 22:27-29  “If thou hast nothing to pay, why should he take away thy bed from under thee?  (28)  

Remove not the ancient landmark, which thy fathers have set.  (29)  Seest thou a man diligent in his business? he shall stand 
before kings; he shall not stand before mean men”.   Also note the following passages: Prov.23:10; Deut. 19:14; 27:17. 
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While the conclusions may have been biblically accurate, they were not biblically 

demonstrated.  In the end this methodology weakens and damages people’s faith. 

 

I. Purpose of this study 

 

 This study seeks primarily to answer the question, should believers rely on 

information outside of the text of Scripture in order to determine morally right and wrong 

behaviors?  More specifically, it seeks to find out whether God desires for us to use our 

minds to study the world so that we can compare it to the Scriptures in order to know what 

is right and wrong.  

 

 A.  Debating over the obvious 

 

 It is a given, I think, that we must obey everything that is directly revealed in 

Scripture.  An example of this would be in Ephesians 4:28 where the text states, “Let him 

that stole steal no more: but rather let him labor…”.  I think that the meaning is pretty clear 

there5.   However, the text continues with statements that are prohibitions, but which are 

not nearly as clear in application.  For instance in Ephesians 5:4 we read “neither filthiness, 

nor foolish talking, nor jesting…”6.     While the act of stealing is usually pretty obvious, 

defining filthiness, foolish talking, and jesting presents some difficulties; not difficulties 

which the mature Christian cannot overcome, but difficulties which an immature or 

rebellious Christian might struggle to grasp.    Let’s look at one of these words.   

 

  Filthiness is defined as “shamefulness or obscenity”7.   While there may have been a 

time when Americans largely agreed upon what was shameful or obscene, I think that 

today in America we will find quite divergent thinking, even among Christians.   We have 

obscenity laws in America; however, even in seeking a legal definition of “obscene”, we find 

that it depends upon the subjective opinions of humans.   Here is the legal definition of 

“obscene”: 

For something to be "obscene" it must be shown that the average person, applying 

contemporary community standards and viewing the material as a whole, would 

find (1) that the work appeals predominantly to "….8  

                                                           
5
 While it is clear compared to many other statements, there are still ways in which it may be unclear whether a person has 

stolen something.  For instance, is it stealing if I exceed the allotted time my employer gives me for a lunch break?  Is it stealing 
if I borrow your pen never return it?  
6
 Interestingly, all three of these words are Hapax Legomenon – the Greek words appear only here in the New Testament.   

7
 Strong’s Hebrew and Greek Dictionary 

8
 http://www.lectlaw.com/def2/o002.htm  The rest of the legal definition is not important to this study and therefore is not 

included. 

http://www.lectlaw.com/def2/o002.htm
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Notice the phrases “average person” and “contemporary community standards”.   The point 

is that there is no absolute unchanging definition, but that the definition can change from 

community to community and most likely over time as the values and thinking of the 

average person changes.  We might say, as the culture changes. 

 

 The serious Christian needs to figure out what God meant by the word.  Is the thing 

that God calls “filthiness” continuously changing based upon “contemporary community 

standards”, or is there an idea from the mind of God which is unchanging?   If there is an 

unchanging idea about filthiness which originates in God, how are we ever to know and 

apply it? 

 

 So what I’ve described above is a case where the Bible states something clearly, but 

humans cannot agree upon what it means.  How are we to decide?  Because so many people 

disagree about the meaning, are we free as Christians to practice whatever we feel like?   

This would be a form of relativism.9 

 

 B. Debating the not so obvious 

 

 The problem then goes even further when we begin to discuss an issue that the 

Bible does not deal with directly.    Examples of this include things like the type of music 

that is appropriate for the worship of God, the way a Christian ought to dress, or even 

whether a Christian is free to smoke a cigar now and then.10   The Bible says a lot of things 

about music, but it doesn’t require or forbid specific styles.    The Bible says some things 

about how people may dress, but it doesn’t give detailed descriptions of what one should 

wear.  The Bible doesn’t say anything about smoking.   Some will argue that these are all 

matters of liberty and freedom and that since the Bible doesn’t prohibit or specifically 

regulate, we are free to do as we please.  

 

  So can we conclude that “anything goes” in these areas as long as we don’t 

violate the tiny amount of information that is given; or does God want us to draw 

principles from the clear teachings of scripture, study the topic in the world around 

us, and make application of those principles to the situations in our world.   

 

 I am arguing for the latter, but first a brief discussion of Sola Scriptura. 

 

II. Sola Scriptura 

                                                           
9
 John Piper makes this point rather passionately in his book, Think: The Life of the Mind and the Love of God. 

Pages 95-103.  
10

 Other debated issues are abortion, birth control, dancing, drug use, psychology, marriage counseling, stem cell 
research, and the list goes on. 
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 Probably all evangelical and fundamentalist Christians claim to believe and follow 

the principle of Sola Scriptura.  It is one of the five “solas” emphasized by the reformers and 

simply means “Scripture alone”.  It was meant as a statement to signify that Scripture alone 

is the believer’s authority in faith and practice.  This statement was made in contrast to the 

Catholic belief that tradition and the church itself held equal authority with Scripture.  

Wayne Grudem summarizes the doctrine,  

 

 The sufficiency of Scripture means that Scripture contained all the words of God he 

 intended for his people to have at each stage of redemptive history, and that it now 

 contains all the words of God we need for salvation, for trusting him perfectly, and 

 for obeying him perfectly.11 

 

 Up until this point there is little disagreement.  However, disagreement comes in the 

application of this principle when we ask, “what about Scriptural authority over matters 

not directly mentioned in the Scripture?”.    

 

 Two additional principles seem to guide the thinking of different groups.   Some 

groups attempt to merge both principles. 

 

 A.  The regulative principle 

 

 The first additional principle is known as the “regulative principle”12.  This principle 

essentially states that we should only include things in our worship which are used, 

described, or advocated by the Bible; some would say only the New Testament.  This is a 

very narrow approach and may be applicable for worship, but cannot be strictly applied to 

daily living or else we could only do things and use things which were done and used in the 

New Testament --- indoor plumbing would be out.  The strange thing about the regulative 

principle is that it is self-contradictory.  Nowhere in the New Testament does it say that 

“only things found in the New Testament” may be used for worship.  

 

 B.  The normative principle 

 

 The second additional principle is known as the “normative principle”.  John 

Makujina describes it as, “what the Bible clearly forbids we must forbid; but where there is 

no clear command we are free to engage as long as our conscience allows”.    He goes on to 

state,  

                                                           
11

 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 127.  Quoted in Scott Aniol, Worship in 
Song (Winona Lake: BMH Books, 2009), 1. 
12

 For a detailed explanation of this position see Joe Morecraft III, How God Wants Us to Worship Him: A Defense 
of the Bible as the Only Standard for Modern Worship, (San Antonio, Vision Forum, 2001) 
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 In its most elementary formulation the normative approach essentially conceives of 

 the bible as a catalogue of sins or an encyclopedia of prohibitions.  Therefore if a  

 certain prohibition is not mentioned, Christians are considered free to engage if 

 their conscience is not violated.13 

 

This normative principle has been popularly expressed by Charles Swindoll, 

 

 Any specified list in Scripture is to be obeyed without hesitation or question.  That’s 

 an inspired list for all of us to follow, not someone’s personal list…But when 

 questionable things aren’t specified in Scripture, it then becomes a matter of one’s 

 personal preference or convictions.14 

  

Swindoll goes on to say, “Nothing that is not specifically designated as evil in Scripture is 

evil—but rather a matter of one’s personal preference or taste.”15 

 

 So now we must ask, does the Bible contain any evidence that the Christian is to 

make moral judgments about right and wrong behavior beyond the “specified lists” 

mentioned by Swindoll?    I propose that the Bible does make significant statements 

applicable to this discussion. 

 

III. Biblical Evidence for making moral judgments 

 

 A. “Ye adulterers”—World lovers 

 There are a many verses which use the word world16 in the ethical sense, but there 

is not a lot of information given about what exactly constitutes worldliness.17    However, 

due to the serious manner in which the New Testament authors deal with the problem, 

believes must make an effort to understand what is meant by the concept of “world”.  

Consider the following verses. 

 

                                                           
13

 John Makujina, “Forgotten Texts and Doctrines in Current Evangelical Responses to Culture,” presented at the 
East Region Annual Conference of The Evangelical Theological Society, March 26, 2004. Article may be found here: 
http://ntresources.com/sub/MakujinaETS04_rev2.pdf 
14

 Charles R. Swindoll, The Grace Awakening (Dallas: Word Publishing, 1990), 132.  Quoted in Makujina, “Forgotten 
Texts” 
15

 Ibid., 167 
16

 The two Greek words “kosmos” and “ion” are used almost interchangeably by the Biblical authors to describe 
worldliness.   “Kosmos” deals the way things are ordered and may be used to simply describe the created order, or 
to describe the ethical, sinful ordering of things of which Satan is the prince.   “Ion” typically refers to “the age” 
and may also be used in reference to the sinfully ordered system. 
17

 Worldliness and flesh are related but not the same.  While the New Testament provides lists describing what 
constitutes fleshliness (Gal.5) no such lists exist to describe worldliness. 

http://ntresources.com/sub/MakujinaETS04_rev2.pdf
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John 15:18-19  If the world hate you, ye know that it hated me before it hated you.  

(19)  If ye were of the world, the world would love his own: but because ye are not of 

the world, but I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the world hateth you. 

 

James 4:4  Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world 

is enmity with God? whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of 

God. 

 

1 John 2:15-16  Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man 

love the world, the love of the Father is not in him.  (16)  For all that is in the world, the 

lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is 

of the world. 

 

Time doesn’t allow for full exploration into the definition of worldliness18.  The topic is 

brought up in order to point out that there are subjects which God expects us to 

understand and obey, but for which He hasn’t give detailed explanation.  It seems logical to 

expect that when God tells us something is wrong, He will also give us enough information 

so that we can avoid doing that wrong.  Since little information is given to define 

worldliness, and since God takes it so serious as to call violators adulterers, we might 

conclude that there exists another way for us to grasp what He means by “world” other 

than inspired verbal statements. 

 

 B. “And similar things”  (και τα ομοια τουτοις) 

 

Gal 5:19-21  Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which are these; Adultery, 

fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness,  (20)  Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, 

emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,  (21)  Envyings, murders, drunkenness, 

revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told you in time 

past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. 
 

 Two pieces of evidence point to the idea that there are things which are evil that are 

not mentioned in any biblical list or text.    First, we find at the end of this list of evils that 

Paul says, “and such like” which is literally “and similar things”.      It is clear that Paul is not 

trying to create an unabridged encyclopedic list of the works of the flesh, but just a sample 

list; there are clearly other similar works of the flesh.    

 

 Someone might argue that the other works of the flesh are found other places in the  

                                                           
18

 For an excellent and detailed five part audio series explaining worldliness in the NT listen to Kevin Bauder’s 
series found at http://centralseminary.edu/resources/mp3-audio?start=10  

http://centralseminary.edu/resources/mp3-audio?start=10
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Scriptures, but the second piece of evidence precludes this thinking.   Paul begins the list  

with the phrase “works of the flesh are manifest”.   “Manifest” is the Greek phaneros  

) which is defined as, “apparent, evident, known, or to be plainly recognized”19 

 

 So what Paul is literally saying here is this:  

 

  a. Here is a list of the works of the flesh 

  b. The list is not complete.  Other “similar things” exist 

  c. These, and others similar, are plainly recognized, evident, or known 

 

 The fact that sinful things are “plainly recognized” is no insignificant statement.  It 

means that there must be something in man universally or at least in the Christian which 

enables him to know what these plainly recognized other works of the flesh must be. 

 

 Is there anything in Scripture which would indicate that man is able to 

recognize these plainly known similar works of the flesh?  

 

 Generally, it does appear that man has some natural built in mechanism for knowing 

moral right and wrong.  One place this appears is in Romans 1. 

 

 C. “That which is against nature” 

 

Rom 1:26-28  For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their 

women did change the natural use into that which is against nature:  (27)  And 

likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust one 

toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in 

themselves that recompence of their error which was meet.  (28)  And even as they did 

not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind, to 

do those things which are not convenient; 

 

  The word “natural” in vs 26 is phusikos ) and Thayer’s Dictionary  

defines it as “produced by nature, inborn”.   

 

  The word for nature in vs. 26 and 27 is very similar, phusis ( ) and Thayer’s 

Dictionary defines it as “ nature… the nature of things, the force, laws, order of nature… 

as opposed to what is monstrous, abnormal, perverse.” 

 

                                                           
19

 Thayer’s Dictionary 
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 Based on these verses it would appear that even if God did not state anywhere in the 

Bible that homosexuality is a sin, men would know it to be so naturally.   The same could be 

said of the evils in the Gal. 5 passage; some things are plainly known, even to the unsaved. 

 

  Something else that seems to be indicated from this Romans passage is that while 

man naturally knows certain things to be evil, when man repeatedly rejects and acts 

against that natural understanding, something happens to his mind.   God gives him over to 

a reprobate mind.   

 

 Reprobate is the Greek  adokimos ( ) which Thayer’s  defines as “not standing  

the test; that which does not prove itself such as it ought”.   We might see it as a mind which 

can’t test things. 

 

 The lost person who persists in denying God’s ways has something happen to his 

mind which prevents him from understanding clearly.   His ability to comprehend good and 

evil is diminished.  We’ve witnessed this with regard to homosexuality in our present 

generation.  This inability to understand the natural truths of God’s world leads us to the 

next passage. 

 

 D. “But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God” 

 

1Co 2:12-16  Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is 

of God; that we might know the things that are freely given to us of God.  (13)  Which 

things also we speak, not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the 

Holy Ghost teacheth; comparing spiritual things with spiritual.  (14)  But the natural 

man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: 

neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned.  (15)  But he that is 

spiritual judgeth all things, yet he himself is judged of no man.  (16)  For who hath 

known the mind of the Lord, that he may instruct him? But we have the mind of Christ. 
 

 There is no way to do justice to this passage in less than one entire sermon.  Suffice 

to say the Christian has, through the Spirit, an ability to understand things which the world 

(natural man) does not, but in contrast, the believers know things which are freely given. 

 

 E. “Judgeth all things”  
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 1 Corinthians 2:15 stated that the “spiritual judgeth all things”.    Judge is anakrino 

( ) and means “to scrutinize, investigate, interrogate, determine20.” 

 The word “discerned” in 1 Cor 2:14 is the exact same word – anakrino.    So there are 

things which the Holy Ghost teaches (vs13) which the natural man can not investigate or 

discern, but which the spiritual person must investigate and has the capability of doing 

through the teaching of the Spirit. 

 We could debate the “things” to which this applies.    The word “things” is the Greek 

particle “ho” which could be simply “the” but might also be “this”, “that” or here “things”.   

The KJV translates it as “things” 9 times between verses 9 and 15.     The text does not 

assign a specific meaning to “things” and we therefore are left with a range of possibilities.  

The context does make very clear that “things” refers to something the “princes of this 

world” (vs 8) and the “natural man” (vs 14) cannot have and do not understand.  

 What we do know is that these “things” are “prepared for them that love God” (vs 9), 

“revealed” to us “by his Spirit” (vs 10),  known about God by the Spirit of God (vs 11),  we 

receive the Spirit which is of God so that we can know the “things” freely given of God (vs 

12), these “things” are taught by the Holy Spirit (vs 13), the natural man can’t receive or 

know these “things” because they are spiritually discerned (vs14).  

 Verse 12 said, “that we might know the things that are freely given to us of God.”  

This makes one think of positive good things, like blessings or rewards or possibly heaven 

and eternal life, but “things” could easily include an understanding of good and evil in this 

world.  Man can’t be at peace with God while engaging in evil, so by revealing evil in the 

world, God’s Spirit would assist the believer in fleeing from that evil and being right with 

God.  The text doesn’t explicitly state the answer.   Whatever “things” these are, we know 

that the unsaved think them to be foolish (vs14). 

 F. “Prove all things” – Testing 

 Several passages command the believer to test things and then make a decision 

about his behavior or belief.  The main word we are looking at is  ( ) and 

means “to test, examine, prove, scrutinize (to see whether a thing is genuine or not), as 

metals.”21  

  

 The following list of verses will help us to get the sense of  in the New 

Testament.  The word translating  is underlined in each phrase. 

 

                                                           
20

 Strongs 
21

 Strong’s Dictionary and Thayer’s Greek Dictionary. 
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1Co 11:28  But let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of that bread 

 

Luk 12:56  Ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky and of the earth; but how is 

it that ye do not discern this time? 

 

1Th 2:4  … not as pleasing men, but God, which trieth our hearts. 

 

1Jn 4:1  Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God:  

 

1Co 3:13  … and the fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is. 

 

Gal 6:4  But let every man prove his own work, and then shall he have rejoicing in 

himself alone, and not in another. 

 

1Pe 1:7  That the trial of your faith, being much more precious than of gold that 

perisheth, though it be tried with fire… 
 

 

  1. 1 Thessalonians 5:21 

“Prove all things; hold fast that which is good.” 
 

 The word  is translated “prove” here.  This verse makes clear that the 

believer is to be continuously testing.  The subject of their testing is “all things”.   The 

context here in 1 Thessalonians reveals that Paul is coming to the close of his letter and 

exhorts his recipients with a list of positive and negative statements beginning in verse 14.  

These statements do not appear to be dependent upon one another in any critical way, but 

are grouped somewhat categorically.    However, the exhortation to “test” all things comes 

immediately after the exhortation to “despise not prophesying”; John MacArthur thinks 

that the testing statement is directly related to the prophesying statement.22 His 

proposition may be accurate, but given the loose connection between all the phrases in the 

immediate context, it could also be that Paul simply wants his readers to “test all things”.  

Prophesying would be included, but so would other things. 

 

 If this is true, it would indicate that a Christian can never legitimately say, “The Bible 

doesn’t forbid it, so I can do as I please”.    An additional process is necessary before liberty 

may be granted, the believer must test it, and hold onto what is good.   To evaluate 

something as good is to make a value judgment.  This is something that God apparently 

thinks the Christian is able to do and must do. 

                                                           
22

 John MacArthur, Fool’s Gold? Discerning Truth in an Age of Error (Wheaton, Crossway Books, 2005) 21-28. 
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  2. Philippians 1:9-10   

And this I pray, that your love may abound yet more and more in knowledge and in all 

judgment;  (10)  That ye may approve things that are excellent; that ye may be sincere 

and without offence till the day of Christ. 

 

 Here we find the word dokimazo translated as “approve”.   Paul desires that the 

Philippians conduct tests and approve things that are excellent.   Excellent means “things 

that bear through” or we could say pass the test.     

 

 The way Paul desires the Philippians to do this is through knowledge and judgment.   

Knowledge is  and means “precise and correct knowledge”23.  Judgment is 

, and means “perception, not only by the senses but by the intellect”24.  The 

purpose of it all is that the believer may live without offence.  The more you love God, the 

more you want to know and understand what pleases or displeases Him. 

 So to summarize Paul’s desire in Phil 1:9-10, it is that the Philippian’s love (possibly 

for God) might abound in knowledge (precise and correct) and in all judgment (intellectual 

perception) so that they can approve (by way of testing) things that are excellent (bear 

through when tried), so that they may be without offense.   

 The believer who loves God and desires  to live without offending Him must exercise 

his mind in a process of judging and testing and approving things. 

 

  3. Romans 12:2 

And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your 

mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God. 

 

 Here we find the word dokimazo translated as “prove”. The phrase we are focused 

on here is “prove what that good”.  The purpose in being “not conformed to this world” and 

instead being “transformed” is that the believer can test what is the good, acceptable, and 

perfect will of God.  Knowing God’s will is the goal.  The mind which is conformed to this 

world can’t do it.   

  

 The method God provides for the believer to know the good, acceptable, and perfect, 

will of God, is a transformation of his mind.  To put it in terms of 1 Corinthians 2, if a man, 

having just come from the state of being “natural” and not grasping the truths of God, has 

                                                           
23

 Thayer’s Dictionary 
24

 Thayer’s Dictionary 
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now been saved and become spiritual through the indwelling power of the Spirit, he now 

has the ability to grasp certain spiritual truths; but he must now choose to think differently, 

choosing not to be garbed in the thinking and value system of this age, but radically change 

in mind so that he values a different way of living and thinking.  With his new way of 

thinking he is able to test his own values, behaviors, and thinking, as well as the values, 

behavior, and thinking of his surrounding world and know what pleases God.  

 

 The reason the test is necessary is because the believer is surrounded by, and has 

himself been a part of, the “ion” (age or world).   It is a transformed mind which has the 

ability to conduct such a spiritual test (1 Cor.2).  Albert Barnes said of the word “ion” in 

this passage, 

 

Thus, here it may mean that Christians should not conform to the maxims, habits, 

feelings, etc., of a wicked, luxurious, and idolatrous age, but should be conformed 

solely to the precepts and laws of the gospel.25 

  

  4. Ephesians 5:10 

 “Proving what is acceptable unto the Lord.” 

 

 Here we find that the word dokimazo translated as “proving”.  Acceptable means 

“fully agreeable”.   So the believer is to test (examine, prove) what is fully agreeable to the 

Lord.    The context here is important.   The major section begins with chapter four and then 

in verse 17 Paul begins contrasting what the believer ought to be compared to what the 

unbeliever is, he says, 

 

Eph 4:17  This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye henceforth walk not as 

other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of their mind. 
 

The problem was that the believers were still acting like unbelievers. Paul says things like 

put off the old man, put on the new. He says to put off things like lying, anger, stealing, 

corrupt communication; things we could possibly call the “works of the flesh”.  

 

 Chapter five, preceding verse 10, deals with sinful behavior the believer needs to 

avoid.   In verse 7 He tells them not to be partakers with them and then turns to the broad 

categorizations of light and darkness.  Believers are light while unbelievers are darkness.  

They are to walk in the light.   Here is where he says “testing what is fully agreeable to the 

Lord”.  The next verses  say,  
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(11) And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove 

them.  (12)  For it is a shame even to speak of those things which are done of them in 

secret.  (13)  But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for 

whatsoever doth make manifest is light. 
 

He cannot list every possible sin, so he frames his argument in the broad terms of light and 

darkness.  He tells them to test things to see what is acceptable to God and then not to 

participate (fellowship, partnership) with the darkness.     Things that don’t pass the test 

are to be reproved.   The reproving happens by the presence of the light.  When a believer 

refuses to participate in an activity, light is automatically shed.  When he actively works 

against the thing, even more light is shed. 

 

 G. Training Naked 

 Hebrews 5:12-14 

 

Heb 5:14  But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by 

reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil. 
 

 The context is that the author of Hebrews has begun delving into a complicated 

discussion of Melchisedec; before moving on into deeper theological waters he upbraids his 

readers for their lack of maturity in spiritual matters.    

 First in verse 11 he accuses them of being dull (sluggish or lazy) of hearing.   It 

appears that information was available for them, but they were too lazy mentally or 

spiritually to reason it through.   He goes on to say that they should have been teaching 

others by now, but instead have need  that someone re-teach them the foundational 

principles (the A,B,Cs)  of the oracles (utterances) of God.    He couches his talk in terms of 

those drinking only milk as opposed to the more mature that eat solid food.   

 In verse 13 he states that the immature “milk” Christians are “unskillful in the word 

of righteous.”     The meaning of “unskillful” is inexperienced.  The meaning of “word of 

righteousness” is debated with arguments being divided along to main lines of thinking.  On 

the one side are those who argue that the phase refers to the Gospel; the things God has 

revealed pertaining to how we are saved.   

 On the other side are those who see “word of righteousness” as referring to the 

things which will make someone who is already saved more righteous in his practical daily 

life.  We often call this progressive sanctification.  At salvation we are declared righteous in 

and through Christ, this is called justification (Rom.5:1).  We become the righteousness of 

God in Christ (2 Cor.5:21).   We do not work for our salvation, but we must work at 

mortifying the flesh (Rom.8:13; Col.4:5).   Here in Hebrews 5:13 the believers are rebuked 

for not being able to use the word which will help them be righteous (flesh mortified).  

Donald Guthrie makes the following statement about this passage, 
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The writer may be thinking of the special use of righteousness (dikaiosyne), which 

describes what is obtained by faith in Christ, but could also refer to the more general 

idea of rightness.  These two interpretations are in any case linked, for man can have 

no adequate idea of right except through the righteousness of Christ. 26  

 

 In summary, the author of Hebrews rebukes the recipients for being inexperienced 

(because they are sluggish or lazy) in interacting with the word (truths) about 

righteousness or rightness.  The righteousness is found first in Christ and then imputed 

upon the believer at salvation; but then the believer’s life should change so that it is lived in 

conformity with Christ’s righteousness.  Practically speaking, he is talking about daily living 

– behavior, values, thinking.   Zane Hodges has this to say, 

  

 It is not so much that a spiritual ‘infant’ lacks information—though at first he 

 obviously does—but rather that he has not yet learned to put ‘the teaching about 

 righteousness to effective use.27 

 

 The next verse in the text (14) is critical because it explains how a person can 

become experienced.   First he says that the mature (full age) are able to use strong meat.   

While some might argue that “strong meat” only refers to complex theological doctrines, 

this is unlikely.   Theology is likely included, but the thing that he clearly states is that they 

will be able to “discern both good and evil.”  This would include both theological doctrines 

as well as actions, behaviors, and values.  Truthfully, theology overlaps with everything in 

life anyway. 

 

On the meaning of “good and evil” Guthrie states, 

 

 The power to distinguish between good and evil has been sought ever since 

the times of Adam and Eve, but the facility to do so does not come easily even for 

those with some knowledge of Christ.  This skill at once shows the difference 

between the mature and the immature.  It must be recognized that Christians, 

especially among the Gentiles, would need to forge a new code of morals in order to 

leave themselves unspotted in the world.28 

 

 After the phrase about strong meat the author tells us how this maturing process 

will happen.  He says the mature are those who “by reason of use” have their “senses 
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exercised”.   The word “use” very clearly means habit.    The word “senses” means the mind, 

perception, or understanding.   The word “exercised” means literally to train naked – very 

serious intense training.   So far then we have a picture of habitual intense training of the 

mind.    All this takes place so that the believer might discern.   The word “discern” means to 

distinguish or judge.29  And the thing distinguished or judged is the difference between 

good and evil.  

 

 It is not in any way easy to understand the difference between good and evil in this 

world.  Certainly it is easier to grasp when discussing large scale good versus evil issues 

like the deity of Jesus, or the wrongness of adultery, but there are clearly many other issues 

which take intense mental training to be able to distinguish.   Failure to do the training 

causes one to be immature spiritually and while not stated in this text, likely susceptible to 

succumbing to evil practices and thinking patterns.  John Piper makes the following 

statement in application of this passage. 

 

The startling truth is that, if you stumble over Melchizedek, it may be because you 

watch questionable TV programs. If you stumble over the doctrine of election, it may 

be because you still use some shady business practices. If you stumble over the God-

centered work of Christ in the cross, it may be because you love money and spend 

too much and give too little. The pathway to maturity and to solid biblical food is not 

first becoming an intelligent person, but becoming an obedient person. What you do 

with alcohol and sex and money and leisure and food and computer have more to do 

with your capacity for solid food than with where you go to school or what books 

you read.30 

 

 H. Summary of Biblical Findings 

     

 Together all these passages would seem to answer the question was asked earlier,  

 

“does the Bible contain any evidence that the Christian is to make moral 

judgments about right and wrong behavior beyond the ‘specified lists’?”   

 

 Summary Statement 

 If the believer will habitually train his mind and actively test all things in the world 

around him, comparing everything with the already revealed word of God, He has the 
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ability, through the Spirit, to discern things to be good or evil which a) the world cannot 

understand (1 Cor.2) and b) are not explicitly stated to be good or evil in Scripture. 

 

IV. Application 

 If a believer, even partially accepts the argument outlined above it would seem that 

he has a responsibility to spend time and mental energy investigating the things in this 

world that affect his life.  This would be a responsibility for all believers, but especially for 

pastors who will be held to a higher level of accountability. 

 The burden of responsibility would be even more serious if other true believers 

were waving a red flag signaling that some particular thing might be evil and displeasing to 

the Lord.  Further, the pastor would want to be doubly sure that he did not integrate into 

the liturgy of his church, things which were evil or displeasing to the Lord.   

 If a significant number of Christians see a problem with something there would be 

enough reason to test it- investigate it.  But if the unsaved of this world began to make 

accusations that something was evil, even more impetus would be provided for serious 

investigation.   Two topics will be briefly discussed in order to test this thinking. 

 

 A. Birth Control 

  We are told that some types of chemical or hormonal birth control work in 

such a way that very soon after an embryo is created, some chemical reaction takes place 

which prevents it from attaching to the uterus and it is essentially aborted.   This is a topic 

that I’ve seldom heard discussed among Christians.  Let’s investigate a process which might 

take place. 

 

  1. It has come to your attention that some types of birth control may  

   cause an abortion. 

 

2. Someone in your church asks you if it is ok to use a certain type of  

 chemical / hormonal birth control which could possibly cause an  

 abortion. 

 

  3. You learn that the Bible does not explicitly forbid birth control, but  

   some people argue that it violates the general commands of scripture  

   to be fruitful. 

 

  4. You realize that the Bible doesn’t say anything directly about abortion.  

   Most believers think the Bible does say many significant things about  

   life and when it begins, but it does not forbid abortion in any specific  

   passage. 
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  5. You have two options: 

 

   a. Enact the “normative principle” -- tell them that they can do  

    anything the wish because there is no ‘specified list’ in   

    Scripture which forbids it. Just follow your conscience. 

 

   b. Enact the “Biblical discernment principle” --  take everything  

    you do know from Scripture  which relates to the topic both  

    directly and indirectly and study it very carefully; then   

    attempt to learn all you can about the issue in our world,  

    specifically, this type of birth control.  Then prayerfully and  

    submissively seek God’s help through the Spirit to discern good 

    and evil. 

  

 

 B. Music 

 One of the difficult issues in the church today is disagreement over music.  One 

group argues that since the Bible doesn’t forbid use of various types of music, all  are 

acceptable.   Music doesn’t appear on any “specified lists”.    The other side argues that we 

must investigate the topic in the world around us and compare it to the truth we know 

from scripture, and then prayerfully and submissively seek God’s help through the Spirit to 

discern good and evil. 

 I propose that the exact same process as was discussed above related to birth 

control should be used to study music.   A full discussion of music cannot be conducted 

here.  The only appeal is that those advocating the normative principle or “anything goes 

because the Bible doesn’t forbid it”, will consider the above argument in light of the 

following quotes from unsaved people.   Someone could argue that this is only a small 

amount of quotes and that they may be taken out of context.   I say fair enough,  but 

certainly enough of a red flag is being waved that a sincere Christian, yea a sincere pastor, 

ought to be willing to do some serious study of the Word, read four or five books on the 

topic, and follow a biblical process for seeking God’s will. 

 
 Now, consider just a few quotes from famous rock-n-rollers and others about the 

nature of rock music31.  This is about the music not the words.   

“Atmospheres are going to come through music, because the music is a spiritual 

thing of its own.  You can hypnotize people with the music and when you get them at 
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their weakest point you can preach into the sub-conscious what you want to say”.--  

Jimi Hendrix. 

 

“An incessant beat does erode a sense of responsibility in much the same way as 

alcohol does…You feel in the grip of a relentless stream of sound to which something 

very basic and primitive in the human nature responds.”  David Winter. 

 

“Mickey Hart recounted his personal epiphany about rock’s rhythmic heritage: ‘It 

was my first exposure to the mother rhythms from West Africa that later mutated 

into my tradition becoming rock ’n’ roll.  The rhythm of the drum was calling up 

something from these sleek cosmopolitan bodies that had been asleep.  There was a 

power I couldn’t ignore.’”  (90) 

 

To Robert Palmer (former rock music critic for the New York Times), the connection 

between rock and voodoo is clear: ‘The central paradigm of rock ‘n’ roll is a kind of 

voodoo… that’s far removed from the sober values of western culture.’”  (90) 

 

David Bowie said the following in an interview with Rolling Stone:  “Rock has always 

been the devil’s music.  You can’t convince me that it isn’t.  I honestly believe 

everything that I’ve said.  I believe that rock ‘n’ roll is dangerous… will destroy you.  

It lets in lower elements and shadows.  Rock has always been the devil’s music.  (92) 

 

Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails said, “Rock music was never meant to be safe.  Your 

parents should hate it.  If you think I worship Satan because of something you see in 

the Closer video with its images of a crucified monkey—great!   (97) 

 

Aerosmith’s manager: “When you’re in a certain frame of mind, particularly 

sexually-oriented, there’s nothing better than rock and roll.”    The bands front man, 

Steven Tyler, adds, “Rock ‘n’ roll is synonymous with sex and you can’t take that 

away from it.  It just doesn’t work. (114) 
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Duran Duran:  “You’ve got to be pretty sexless to hold a guitar, dance with it on stage 

and not put over some kind of sexuality.” (115) 

 

John Oates: “Rock ‘n’ roll is 99% sex.” 

 

 The above quotes are just a very small sampling from the book by John Blanchard 

and Dan Lucarini, Can We Rock Thee Gospel?   There are many similar books which 

document what unsaved rockers and music critics say about rock music.    

 With these kinds of accusations being thrown around so boldly by some the 

“heroes” of rock-n-roll, how can a thinking Christian say it doesn’t matter; it’s not evil.    

Investigation is necessary. 

 Among those who do investigate and test music in this world and then compare it to 

the principles of scripture, there will be disagreement concerning the findings, but at least 

there can be discussion and debate.   As the situation exists today, no logical discussion can 

exist over what types of music are acceptable because the “specified list” side has cut off 

the argument before it begins.    For these people the debate has to be driven back to the 

territory we’ve attempted to cover today.    

 Does the Bible require that we use our minds to examine the world around us in 

order to determine if and what things are evil which are not explicitly stated to be so in the 

Bible?   Answer.  Yes! 
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